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Financial Conduct Authority 
Apr 10 2024

Cost of living crisis impacting savings and investments, FCA finds





Your Industry 
Apr 10 2024

Wealth management firm launches with £35mn funds under advice
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Long Read 
Apr 9 2024

Reasons to be optimistic about pensions dashboard progress
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Apr 10 2024

Nationwide and Acre partner to give brokers quick access to mortgages




UK 
Apr 10 2024

Artemis to launch international version of £2bn UK Select fund
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Firm fails with FSCS over investment advice
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MPs call for better sick pay to boost Britain's workforce
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FSCS opens investigation against firms over BSPS advice
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More than £612mn lost through investment fraud in past year 
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Letter to the Editor 
Apr 9 2024

Letter to the editor: Waspi will be around for 'very long time'

Amy Austin
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Advisers face 4.9% FCA fee hike











In Focus: Year of elections
2024 will see several high profile elections around the world including, possibly, in the UK. This hub looks at what these might mean for investment strategies, global policy shifts and future regulations here at home.
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In Focus: Year of elections 
Apr 9 2024

Labour promises £2.6bn non-dom ‘crackdown’
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In Focus: Year of elections 
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'US market reaction to possible second Trump term appears unperturbed – for now'
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Buyers and sellers undeterred by general election
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Central bank rate-cut pricing is eye-catching but deceiving
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UK small caps: content creation & intellectual property
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Investing in emerging markets
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India offers 'compelling case' for investors
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'Investors ignore geopolitics at their own risk'
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Why getting duration right is vital for portfolio allocation
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Footballer turned Sky Sports presenter loses £210k IR35 battle
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What are convertible bonds and when to use them?
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Wealth management firm launches with £35mn funds under advice
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What's next for Artemis?
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Macroeconomic outlook while central banks are in 'wait and see' mode
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'Banks need to do better to enable investment payment transactions'

James Carroll [image: James Carroll ]
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What is the mortgage market’s new normal?
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'Govt's U-turn on angel investment isn’t going to result in progress'
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~ 30 min

Underestimating life expectancy huge challenge for pensions industry
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What are convertible bonds and when to use them?
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~ 30 min

What’s the difference between a pension buy-in and buyout?
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How to help clients align visions and values 
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What clients need to know about CHC: NHS-funded support for long-term care
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What’s next for inflation?
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